






















Treasures of Catherine the Great 

An inaugural exhibition of the Hermitage Rooms at Somerset 
House (until September 2001) 

London owes a great coup to a 
meeting of two like minds with the 
power to bring it about: Mikhail 
Piotrovski, Director of the State 
Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg, 
and Lord Rothschild, formerly 
Chairman of the National Heritage 
Development Fund, now Chairman of 
the Hermitage Development Trust. 
Between them, they conceived the 
idea of establishing a permanent out
post for the Museum in London's newly 
refurbished Somerset House. It would 
be difficult to find a more suitable 
showcase for the great anglomaniac 
Catherine's treasures than Sir William 
Chambers' New Somerset House with 
its terrace overlooking the Thames, 
which arose almost contemporane
ously with the museum Catherine cre
ated on the bank of the Neva, and 
which, contrary to the opinion 
expressed by The Times critic, was 
kept in a wonderful state of preserva
tion and refurbishment through the 
Soviet years - however poverty
striken it might have been behind the 
scenes. But don't expect the suite of 
five small rooms at terrace level to 
replicate the looks of the Russian 
museum with its profusion of gilding 
and huge malachite columns; they 
resemble rather a jewelled casket 
within the great building, with their 
brilliant display of small objects, far 
more easily appreciated in these com
pact surroundings than among the 
Hermitage's vast acres. The choice of 
small objects is of course a bonus for 
lovers of jewellery and gems, which 
make up a very large part of the four 
hundred exhibits. The great Poussin of 
Moses striking the rock, once in the 
Walpole collection, representing 
Catherine's vast acquisitions from 
England, and portraits illustrating her 
life, preside over glass-topped tables 
and cabinets, in which miniatures, 
medals, pendants, jewels and jewelled 
objects, and engra\ed gems - her 
especial passion - well captioned, and 
well lit, are easily viewed; each piece 
is moreover shown in colour and given 
a scholarly entry in the 250-page cata-
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logue with its historical essays and 
introductions - outstanding value at 
£15. As in last year's Paris exhibition of 
the Orleans Gems from the Hermitage, 
some of the Klenze-designed hexago
nal 'pyramid' table-top cases have 
been brought over and are here used 
to excellent effect to show miniatures, 
including an outstanding group of 
enamels from an early 18th century 
Family of Peter the Great (cat. 27) to a 
rectangular plaque showing Catherine 
at her desk, pen in hand, writing her 
'Instructions' for a new Legislative 
Commission (30). Gold medals illus-

A jasper cameo set in gold of Catherine 
II as Minerva, cut by her daughter-in
/aw Grand Duchess Maria Fyodorovna. 
1789.6.5 x 4.7 cm. 

trate her life and reign, and nearby we 
find a number of exquisite jewelled 
objects - snuffboxes, table neces
saires and a clock, chatelaines, 
watches and miniature-set bracelets 
by Russian, Parisian, Genevan and 
London makers; richly set with dia
monds, some make use of Russia's 
abundance of coloured stones from 
Siberia, which began to be exploited 
during the 18th century. A delightful 
diamond-set jewel based on her mono
gram surmounted by the imperial 
crown (111) is an example of the 

badges worn by her ladies-in-waiting. 
Curious rather than beautiful is a wig 
of silver threads simulating hair (98), 
reputedly a present to Catherine from 
the dandy Prince Naryshkin. 

A long vitrine set against the wall 
is an equally successful showcase for 
the almost seventy engraved gems, 
selected from the ten thousand 
Catherine managed to amass in her 
hunger for this branch of art. A small 
selection of classical gems from the 
age of Augustus and the early Empire 
includes a famous Venus and the 
Eagle (135) and a rare survival com
memorating an emperor reviled after 
his death, Skylax' Nero as Jupiter 
(136). Catherine acquired this gem 
from Lord Algernon Percy's collection 

- one which she did not manage to 
swallow wholesale. The much larger 
number of post-classical gems begins 
with an early Renaissance master
piece, a commesso cameo portrait of
Charles VII of France (148) and some 
outstanding Renaissance and 
Mannerist gems, such as the multifig
ured Orpheus and the Beasts, attrib
uted to Alessandro Masnago (157) and 
portraits of Lodovico ii Moro, Henry IV
of France in mother-of-pearl and one 
of the finest cameos of Queen
Elizabeth (150, 160, 161). But Catherine 
was not only a collector of historic 
pieces; she was an outstanding patron
of contemporary artists, among which
English engravers loom large. Among
the three gems by Edward Burch, a
Sacrifice to Minerva after a design by
Angelica Kauffmann (174), was clearly
a 'homage' to the Empress who was 
often depicted in the guise of the 
Goddess of Wisdom, as on the large 
cameo cut by her daughter-in-law, 
Grand Duchess Maria Fyodorovna
(196). Burch's gem, exhibited in 1769,
before he became a Royal
Academician, was probably meant to 
attract the attention of Catherine and
her London agent- evidently success
fully. It is shown next to Nathaniel 
Marchant's Head of Alexander and his
exquisite Bacchus and Ariadne, an
unsigned version of the gem in the
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Gemmological Association and Gem Testing 
Laboratory of Great Britain 

London Branch 

Meetings will be held at the GAGTL Gem Tutorial Centre, 
27 Greville Street (Saffron Hill entrance), London ECl N 8TN at 
6.00 for 6.30 p.m. Entry will be by ticket only at £5.00 for a 
GAGTL member (£7.00 for a non-member) unless otherwise 
stated. Further details of Spring meeting are given on p.30-31. 

27 April. My forty years with gems. 

DR KURT NASSAU 

3 May. 2.00 p.m. - 5.00 p.m. The Scientific Societies' Lecture 
Theatre, London Wl. Tickets £12.00 GAGTL members; £14.00 
non-members. 
Light and colour - beautiful complexity. 
DR KURT NASSAU 

7 June. Title to be announced 
DAVID CALLAGHAN 

25 June. AGM, Reunion of members, and Bring and Buy Sale. 

Midlands Branch 

Friday meetings will be held at The Earth Sciences Building, 
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, at 6.30 for 7.00 p.m. 
Admission £2 for a member. For further information call 0121 
445 5359. 

30 March. The toyshop of Europe. 

SHENA MASON 

27 April. A new combination gemstone finger-printer and high 

refractive index refracometer. 

DR JAMIE NELSON 
This meeting will include the Branch AGM. 

29 April. To be held at Barnt Green 
Light and colour - beautiful complexity.
DR KURT NASSAU 

23 June. To be held at Barnt Green 
Summer Supper Party. 

North West Branch 

Meetings will be held at the Church House, Hanover Street, 
Liverpool 1. For further details contact Deanna Brady on 0151 
648 4266. 

21 March. Jewellery of the Art Nouveau era with the art of 
Renee Lalique 

DAVID CALLAGHAN 

16 May. Poking in gemmo/ogica/ corners 

ALAN HODGKINSON 

20 June. Bring and Buy 

Scottish Branch 

For further details of Scottish Branch meetings contact 
Catriona Mcinnes on 0131 667 2199. 

4-7 May. Scottish Branch Conference, Queen's Hotel, Perth
The programme will include: 

ULRIKA AL KHAMIS. Averting the Evil Eye: Semi-precious 
stones in Islamic culture 

RICHARD DRUCKER: Coloured stone guide. Gemstone values: 

sources of reference and Gemstone treatments and trends 
JOHN CARTER: Cultured pearls 
ERIC EMMS and ANA CASTRO. D is for Gemmology 

DR ROGER HARDING: Gem collections of the Natural History 
Museum; tales behind the gems 

JEAN-PAUL VAN DOREN: GAG TL- Gemmology and the future 

There will also be a workshop session and a field trip. 
Conference fee £60 for GAGTL members (£70 non-members) 
including lunch, but excluding other meals and accommoda
tion. 

South West Branch 

Contact Bronwen Harman on 01225 482188. 

Society of Jewellery 

Historians 
Unless otherwise stated, all Society of Jewellery Historians' 
lectures are held at the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington 
House, London Wl and start at 6.00 p.m. sharp. Lectures are 
followed by an informal reception with wine. Meetings are 
open only to SJH members and their guests. A nominal 
charge is made for wine to comply with our charity status. 
Further details of Spring meeting are given on p.30-31. 

24 April. MA/READ DUNLEVY, National Museum of Ireland. 
Later jewellery (17th-20th century) at the National Museum of 
Ireland. 

22 May. VIVIENNE FARMER 

'Work of Thorns': a study of the Indian jewellery technique of 
Babul, Khardar. 

4-5 June. Symposium on Moghul Jewellery at the British
Museum (for further details see p.31)

26 June. CHRISTINE REW 

James Cromar Watt 

The copy date /'or rontrib11tions for the June issue of Gem and Jewellery News is 20 April 
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